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EDITORIAL

Editor’s Review
With the light at the end of the tunnel now, at least here in the UK, our thoughts turn
to getting our businesses back to some sort of normality. For some that will mean
returning to the office, for others it will be continuing with business online and building
on what we’ve been doing during lockdown.
In this issue we have some fabulous, thought provoking articles to help us do that.
Andy Page is offering a free review of your business to the first 6 readers who get
in touch with him. It’s not often an accountant gives something away for free so take
advantage of this brilliant offer while you can.
Having reviewed your business, what about setting goals for 2021? Doreen Ritchie
gives us an insight on why goal setting is an important part of running a business.
Making maximum money has to be one of the goals you set and Jeff Borschowa is
definitely the person to talk to about that.
Are you using open banking? Robin Morris has an alternative to the usual PayPal
solution which is fascinating.
Have you thought about your PR and whether you are ready to outsource that? It’s
one of those questions you often hear – when will I know when I ready? AJ Sharp helps
with that decision in her article.
One of the sectors we’ve all been waiting to re-open is the hair and beauty industry.
How many of us need a hair cut! I know I do. Richard Lambert tells it from the industry

Sally
Marshall

side and what they are worried about once they are able to open again.
There are more articles to read and absorb over a coffee outside your local café or
pub so enjoy the warmer weather, stay safe and keep in touch.

MPH
KENT’S LEADING ACCOUNTANTS
Let us handle all of your accountancy requirements, leaving you
free to concentrate on the day to day running of your business.
Whitstable: 01227 277 667
Thanet: 01843 230 256
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News
From the

Beach!

One of the key things I’ve been talking to business
owners about has been marketing.
Having an idea for a business is one thing but the
reality of putting it into practice is quite another.
They say you should build your network before you
need it and I think that’s a very valid point. When you’re
employed, everything you need is usually provided,
including resources and connections within the company
and externally.
When you work for yourself it’s a very different story!
How many connections do you have on LinkedIn? Do
you connect with everyone you meet?
If not, why not?
When I started my business, I was like most people and
had about 50 connections on LinkedIn. I was challenged
to increase that to 500 which, at the time, I thought was
impossible. Today my connections stand at a little over
12,000. I don’t go looking for people any more, they find
me.
Why is that important?
Having a big network means that you have people to tell
when you start your business, when you launch a new
product or have some exciting news to share.
It also means that you can help your clients with
introductions to people who can support them or
perhaps collaborate with them.
I’m often remembered because I’ve made some
introductions, helped people to find the connections
they need and generally given them some support to
get their business moving.
That has also helped my business, both for the
magazine and for the business coaching that I offer.
So many business owners haven’t networked before;
they’ve never needed to before but they do now. Getting
known in your local area by the local businesses makes
such a difference.
Let me give you an example.
I’ve been working on a project within a very small
geographical area in Kent. I’ve met some great business
owners, some start-ups, some more established, but
none of them know each other.
I’ve introduced a chef to a refill food business; a
commercial cleaner to the refill business for eco-friendly
cleaning products, a car sales business to two local
networking groups, a builder specialising in sustainability
to a sports centre looking to reduce their carbon
footprint. Also, the builder to the chef …
Without really trying I’ve managed to increase the
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“When you work for
yourself it’s a very
different story!”
network of several of the local businesses so that we
now have a very supportive community who can all
trade with each other and spread the word.
Admittedly it’s been more difficult since lockdown but,
we can all meet virtually. We have online networking,
mobile phones and emails to introduce each other and
build our respective networks.
It’s all part of your marketing strategy and something
which you should be making time for. Sales and
marketing go together so
if you need more leads, do
more networking! Have those
conversations and build
relationships with people who
can help you, buy from you and
recommend you.
Sally

Marshall
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Sally Marshall
sally@sallymarshallgroup.co.uk
0330 107 8337
www.sallymarshallgroup.co.uk

ADVICE

The

Disengagement Crisis
Tackle it today

Employee engagement figures are shocking. Only half
of UK workers usually feel enthusiastic about their jobs,
one in three feels ‘full of energy’, and over half are willing
to work harder than they must, according to the CIPD.
My thoughts that the other half could be ‘swinging a
leg’ appear to be backed up by the Centre for Mental
Health whose research shows that presenteeism (at
work physically but unproductive mentally) costs UK
businesses £15bn per year and that includes the cost of
disengaged employees.
If we grabbed a pen and paper, we’d quickly create
a list of reasons for this monster of a business problem
along with a list of strategies. This may not come as a
surprise to those who know me, but I’d start with the
front-line Manager. ‘Why?’, you may be thinking ‘aren’t
they part of the problem?’ Yes, they may be, half of UK
workers have quit their job due to a poor relationship
with their manager.
However, Front-line Managers can have the biggest
impact on this dilemma because of the close working
relationship with their team, and according to Gallup,
they account for at least 70% of the variance in
employee engagement scores. Yes, a massive 70%.
Leading a cohesive team and managing problems to
run a smooth shift and hit targets daily will always be
challenging, without the experience and necessary
training many will struggle.
The CMI has found that 71% of UK organisations admit
they fail to effectively train first-time managers. And
other surveys suggest that almost half of managers
have not had any training in the previous 12 months. This
means that managers are less likely to receive training
than any other type of employee.

Without training, what steps could these managers
take to build good working relationships with their staff
and tackle the formidable problem of engagement
today? Nothing sophisticated or stylish is my answer,
they can act straight away with these three simple steps.
1. Schedule Time to Build Relationships
Start with something simple, ask their staff to share
a quick cup of coffee or to show appreciation for work
done well. Everyone, from the boss to the apprentice
wants to feel that their work is appreciated.
2. Boost Emotional intelligence
EI is the ability to recognise your emotions, and better
understand what they’re telling you. By developing these
skills managers become more adept at identifying and
handling the emotions and needs of others. People with
high emotional intelligence are great to work with.
3. Be Positive
Focus on being positive because it’s contagious and
people gravitate to those that make them feel good.
‘Positive thinking will let you do everything better than
negative thinking will.’
– Zig Ziglar, the personal
development guru.
Employee engagement figures
are shocking, however, the link
between people, performance
and profits are clear. Start today,
get it right and everyone will feel
Jon
better about going to work!

Brittain
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Contact Jon Britain to find our more.
www.upskillgroup.co.uk
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They say nothing
is for free...

but this is...
I always say It’s extremely important to work on your business, not just in it.
Is your Business affording you the lifestyle you imagined or are you working
harder to keep it going?

Are you living to work or working to live?
Your business isn’t there by accident, it’s a result of your
talents and hard work. However, as our customers grow
in number, we have to recruit more staff, find bigger
premises, face new competition which can lead to us
cutting our margins or leaving us time poor. (Or both)
At this stage, taking time out to discuss what’s
happening in your business is essential to give you a fresh
view and clarity about your future and vision to enable us
to support you in the most appropriate ways.
That is why I am offering SIX steer readers a
Complimentary Client Review. This is an ideal
opportunity to meet us obligation free basis to discuss
any of the following:
• Your goals for your business and how you plan to
achieve them
• How your business goals tie in with your personal
and lifestyle goals
• Issues and challenges you’re facing in your business,
e.g. growth, profitability, cashflow, succession, etc.
• How you can work with us to address these
6 STEER YOUR BUSINESS
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Who should have a review?
If you want to improve your business performance,
financial results and making your business run smoother
then schedule a Complimentary Client Review. We want
to help you achieve your future business goals.
We’ll review and discuss your current challenges at no
cost. We’ll measure your business maturity and identify
at least one strategy that will improve your business.
For example, we might be able to help you with some
strategies to help you grow and protect your assets or
improve your efficiency and effectiveness.
What is involved?
You’ll meet with Paul Mcguirk our senior business coach
for a 90 minute session, reviewing your current situation
and discussing how we can support you to resolve your
burning issues. We will send you a copy of the Meeting
Minutes documenting your business and lifestyle goals
and all agreed actions.

‘‘

‘‘

If you want to improve your
business performance, financial
results and making your business
run smoother then schedule a
Complimentary Client Review.

Benefits of a Complimentary Client Review
• Clearly discuss and document your business and
lifestyle goals
• Identify simple actions to help you achieve your
goals

• Stimulate strategic discussion around the current
and future direction of your business and
investments
• Identify your burning issues, opportunities, and
challenges so you can respond effectively
• Gain a better understanding of your business
• Access the collective wisdom of our firm
• Assess the current structure of your business
• Potentially identify greater tax efficiencies
• Gain a better understanding of the ways we can
support you

i

Andy
Page
If you would like to book up
your complimentary session, please phone
or email me and I will take care of the rest.
Andy Page can be contacted at a.page@
mphaccountants.co.uk
MPH Accountants & Business Advisers
www.mphaccountants.co.uk • 01227 277667

PROMOTION

Are you
ready
for PR?

“You should try this, it’s incredible!”
someone mentions in passing.

keep your eyes on ClubHouse, TikTok, Instagram
Reels and Caffeine. You need to really need to be
strategic, consider who you want to interact with
and what messaging is appropriate.

A powerful recommendation, no doubt. Something,
we all wish anyone who tries our products or services
might say. Well, this is PR, in a nutshell. And this
what we do for brand, credibility and reputation. PR
professionals work together with journalists, influencers
and opinion formers to communicate your message or
brand story to your perfect customer. Many businesses
start their PR journey generating most of it themselves,
which is a great way to start. When the “time-rich”
to “cash-poor” seesaw swings in your favour, you’re
probably ready to outsource it. Whatever stage you’re
arriving here, there are some important ducks to get in
a row first.

Have you got a Route to Market?
Where are you planning on selling? Is the website
ready? Have you tested the delivery service? Are you
going to offer your own fulfilment or are you working
with a third party? If you are planning on selling to
retail have you got contract in place? Have you spoken
to buyers? If not, don’t panic! You need a ‘launch to
trade’ campaign. Your first steps into PR, this will let
the buyers know who you are, where you are and
what you provide. The buyer journey from marketing
outreach (remember seven touches) to purchase, and
fulfilment, then on to recommendation and ultimately,
repurchase.

Is your product ready?
Not just, have you got a product or service? Most
people’s eagerness to be fast out of the blocks can
occasionally mean that not all compliance, licencing,
production and packaging has been completed. It’s
more common than you’d imagine! The last thing you
want is disappointed customers or frustrated clients
due to an unreliable delivery or niche licence that has
not been granted on time. Check and check again!

“A picture paints a thousand words”
Images should draw readers into an article, a good
image is almost as important as the story angle is
relevant. I’ve seen quality large images make it to
print with only a tiny accompanying news-in-brief, just
because they’re great images, but I’ve also seen fantastic
stories have their wings clipped because there wasn’t a
strong image to accompany it. Images need to be highres, clean and clear, usually landscape and over 1MB.

Have you got a website?
This is your virtual shop front. Here you can tap into
the magic of the internet, not just to tell your story
and interact with your customers but also to sell and
distribute your product. A website designed in the
correct way incorporating all sorts of clever stuff like
SEO, backlinks and widgets will give you the freedom
to not only to express your brand personality and
vision but also draw in customers and clients. It is vital
this is working well and portraying the image you want
before you start any PR or Marketing.

i

Have you got a Social Media presence?
For a customer to purchase they will have been
“touched” your brand seven times! Social media is an
excellent way of facilitating your seven touches. Each
platform interacts with a different audience. Broad
brush, LinkedIn and Twitter for B2B, Instagram and
Facebook for B2C. The list of platforms is ever-growing,
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Sharp Relations is a specialist
food, drinks and travel PR
AJ Sharp
agency but this advice can be
applied to almost any business, of
any size. If you’re doing it yourself, well done,
keep going – it is time-consuming, but it will help
you to build your business. As soon as you feel
that seesaw flip, make the call.
www.sharprelations.com
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Why You Need a
Good Voicemail
Greeting
Let’s say you need a plumber. You don’t know one
personally so you turn to Google. Your search returns a
long list of plumbers in your area and they all sound like
what you’re looking for. You call the first one on the list.
It rings and rings and rings. You hang up.
You call the second one on the list. It’s answered
by a robotic sounding voice that says ‘thank you for
calling, we can’t take your call, please leave a message.’
It doesn’t say ‘thank you for calling Jerry’s Plumbing’,
which is what you were expecting. Have you called the
right number? You’re not sure. You hang up.
You call the third number. It’s answered by a friendly,
professional voice that thanks you for calling Pete’s
Plumbing, and apologises that nobody can take your
call right now, but Pete and his team are more than
likely out on a job. The voice assures you that Pete
will call you back as soon as he can, and invites you to
leave your name, number and a short message. You
decide that Pete’s Plumbing sounds like a professional
business you can trust and you leave Pete a message.
What can we learn from this? Your voicemail greeting
may be the first impression a potential client gets of
your business. So it’s important to a) make sure you’ve
got one and b) make sure it’s a really good one! Your
client needs to know that they’ve called the right place
and be certain they are leaving a message for the right
person.
Many people hate hearing the sound of their own
voice when they hear it recorded. If you’re one of them,
I bet you’ve put off recording your voicemail greeting,
haven’t you? Or maybe you’ve done it, but you hated
doing it? Let me tell you – that will come across in
your voice….Your caller will pick up that you were
uncomfortable – and it might make them think that you
sound unsure. Not the first impression you want to give
– am I right?
Having a professional voicemail greeting is a very
cost effective way of improving that all important first
impression. A voice over artist will be able to record
your message in an acoustically treated space (no
barking dogs, or office chatter, or other unwanted
background noise). They will also be able to capture
the vibe of your company – are you an upbeat dynamic
marketing agency, or a no-nonsense down to earth
tradesperson, or a serious yet sympathetic and friendly
solicitor? A voiceover artist will tailor their delivery to
suit your company.

I have recorded voicemail greetings, interactive voice
prompts and on-hold sales messages for probably
hundreds of businesses now. They range from wellknown companies like Holiday Inn, Heineken, and Ricoh
Photocopiers, to small business of all types, including
my own accountant.

i
If you’d like me to be the
voice of your business too,
then please get in touch – I
would love to help!
www.lizdrury.co.uk • liz@lizdrury.co.uk
07539 755531

Liz Drury

PROMOTION

M A K I N G

M A X I M U M

MONEY
Making Maximum Money is more important
now than ever before. Too many businesses
are failing simply because business owners
do not know what they do not know. This
lack of knowledge can easily kill your
business.
I specifically chose to use the word MAXIMUM because
with the right guidance and assistance, you can enjoy
earning significantly more money from your business. In
fact, no matter how your business is doing today, there is
an achievable state of Making Maximum Money.
Every business (and their owners) has upper reaches
of success that far too few achieve. Our personal limits
in terms of time, energy, and money can deeply impact
how far we make it along the path to Making Maximum
Money.
Making Maximum Money is more important now than
ever before. Too many businesses are failing simply
because business owners do not know what they do
not know. This lack of knowledge can easily kill your
business.
I wrote Making Maximum Money: The Business
Owner’s Guide to “Easy as PIE” Cash Flow Optimization
in order to help entrepreneurs recognize what they don’t
know and to take action to fix the problems before they
become critical.
What is Easy as “PIE”?
Cash flow issues are the single largest contributor to
businesses that fail.
The three core components are as easy as “PIE.”
• Prioritizing Profits - business budget, meaningful
metrics, and a dynamic dashboard.
• Increasing Income - educational entertainment,
recurring revenue, and strategic sales.
• Eliminating Expenses - incremental improvements,
natural negotiation, and optimized operations.
As you can see, within the PIE framework, there are nine
mission critical areas that we can monitor and adapt to
see quick improvements in our overall cash flow. When
you are diagnosing cash flow issues (either reactively or
proactively), you need to look to a few key areas in your
business. Take a quick moment to score your business in
each of the nine areas:
10 STEER YOUR BUSINESS
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• Business Budget - Do you have a current budget
that you review regularly?
• Meaningful Metrics - Do you know and monitor
your key business numbers?
• Dynamic Dashboard - Do you monitor the most
critical aspects of your business with a dashboard?
• Educational Entertainment - Do you host regular
seminars that you share with your business
network?
• Recurring Revenue - Do you generate monthly
recurring revenue that covers your fixed costs?
• Strategic Sales - Do you have Key Strategic
Partners that bring you new clients?

We design visual
identities
that add economic
value to
your company

• Incremental Improvements - Do you regularly
monitor your expenses and find ways to reduce
them?
• Natural Negotiation - Do you regularly review
vendor contracts and negotiate cost reductions?
• Optimized Operations - Do you regularly monitor
operations and look for ways to optimize them?
Knowing where to focus is the first step. Start with
step 1 and work through these sequentially. Having a
Business Budget is the most important step as it allows
you to see the impact of any other changes you make in
your business.

Visit our website to find out how we
can help you connect with more clients

www.graphickat.co.uk

Watch for the release of the
Making Maximum Money
magazine on April 30, 2021!
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Jeff
Borschowa
You can learn more about
Making Maximum Money here:
https://www.makingmaximummoney.com
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Grow
an engaged audience
on Social Media with
these 5 tips
Engagement. We are talking about likes, shares,
retweets, comments, all of those delightful little numbers
that transform a social media page into an unstoppable
marketing machine. The secret to an effective social
media marketing strategy is, well… strategy. We have
broken it down into five tips that will help you grow your
business.
1) Content is King, Consistency is the Castle.
Human nature makes us turn to things that are reliable
and habitual. We have a natural disdain towards the
unknown, and therefore, an effective marketing
strategy is that of creating content with a consistent
style. Is the content you provide humorous? Perfect,
keep it like that.
Is it informative? That is good too. Do you mostly post
images with a set colour scheme? Good for you, this
way you are doing much more than creating a
consistent style, you are effectively branding your
services, and people will associate your brand with the
value your posts promote.
Funny content makes us feel good, and your product
will be associated with laughter. As long as you don’t
suddenly start creating depressing content, you are
taking the first step towards creating a strong brand
identity.

just need to be consistent to
be successful, it needs to be
consistently valuable. You want
to provide value to show that
your business is exactly what they need to make their life
easier. Why not give us a follow on Facebook
4) Don’t Brand Yourself As A Robot.
Mind That People Like Like-minded
People. Some social media advisors
suggest putting your signature name
at the end of your post to show that
whoever posted that content is an actual
human being, and your customers enjoy giving their hard
earned money to
people more than they enjoy giving it to robots. Why
put a string of keywords like “BUY PRODUCT NOW”
when you can simply convince your customers to buy
your product as if you were talking to a long-time friend?
To increase engagement with your social media, simply
be that: A human being. It’s the reason influencers have
worked so well, people love to see what those relatable
peers are up to.
5) Engage Your Audience With Posts And Comments
Reply to comments, DMs, be useful. Provide valuable
feedback and suggestions. At the end of the day, you
are convincing people that your product or service is
the key to make their lives easier, so why not show them
that straight away? When someone DMs you, reply. A
comment? Reply. People really enjoy feeling valued.
BONUS - Let Your Audience Shape Your Platform
What internet users use depends heavily on
demographics.
Younger audiences prefer to use social network apps
such as Instagram or Snapchat. Older audiences lean
towards Facebook. Business owners take advantage of
Linkedin quite consistently, and this knowledge is key to
getting your business to grow.

2) Let your Audience Shape Your Content.
You wouldn’t market expensive cars to kids, but you
would make your motorcycle-fanatic friend hop onto
your Ducati. In the same way, the audience you are
advertising your product to will change the shape of
your business. Business owners expect services that
are highly professional and results-proven.
Children are more likely to get their parents to buy
friendly and colourful toys, and therefore, your social
media content will have to reflect just what values your
target audience desires. Are you targeting millennials?
Publish content based on values they care about, such
as environmental protection or inclusiveness. Do you
own a business producing baby powder? Then safe
and reliable are your keywords.
3) Content is King, and Valuable Content is Emperor.
You don’t want to click on something only to find out it
was a waste of time. People want results, and they want
it FAST. When they follow a recipe page on Instagram
they want good recipe ideas. When they follow a funny
Facebook page they want to laugh. Your content doesn’t
12 STEER YOUR BUSINESS

You want to reach your audience where they are at!
Never expect the customers to walk the extra mile just
to learn more about a product they know nothing
about.
To conclude, there’s no secret to
how to get a massive social
media following. You just have
to provide valuable content
consistently and treat your
followers not like customers, but
like someone you care about.
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Turn social media into a
marketing tool with our help.
Contact us today.
Matthew Dorrington
Simple Advertising Limited

Matthew
Dorrington
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A Question
of Goals
Goals, goals, goals! We’re always setting goals! For
our businesses, for our self-development, for our
mental wellbeing, our nutrition, exercise, relationships,
education, the list goes on! Every time we go online,
someone is telling us we need to set goals for this or
that (or if we’re working from home, we have goals set
by our bosses so that we don’t slack and laze about!)
We’re told if we behave and set all these goals
and of course, achieve them, then we’ll progress and
everything will be great – we’ll be better people; we’ll
be healthier, less stressed, more successful; or we’ll be
better parents, managers, lovers; we’ll make better use
of our time and we’ll “grow”.
Now in some cases these are all true, and of course
setting goals isn’t bad for us – there are lots of
advantages to being goal-oriented.
• Goals provide a sense of direction or focus
• They give a sense of personal satisfaction if we
achieve them
• Goals help to maintain motivation, especially during
a setback
• They allow people to prioritise changes during
uncertainty
• We can use them to set a realistic timeline for
accomplishment
• They can provide a better understanding of our
expectations.
Also, when setting goals in business, or even in our
personal lives, we can use a management tool such as
SMART to see if our goals are – Specific, Measureable,
Assignable, Realistic and Time related. This can show us
how achievable our goal is before we set it.
And human neurology is set up with natural goalseeking abilities. We have innumerable nested
sequences in our neurology that we’re not even aware
of, where there is a goal-oriented sequence that
the action takes, e.g. taking a sip of tea. We have an
embodied understanding of how to do this, but no
conscious awareness of orchestrating it.
So here’s the thing, when we’re thinking about setting
goals for ourselves, we need to decide which to set,
not because they’re on trend, or because we’re being
bombarded by ads trying to sell various “be successful”
programmes, but because they are something we really
want to achieve.
As a Coach I advise my clients to really think about
what is actually important to them before they decide
on a goal. Ideally they should have an insight about
what direction they want to go in, called ‘strategic
intuition’, and this should be totally in tune with a
person’s core values. Our core values are sometimes
easy to discover during coaching, but more often than
not, they will be revealed as a surprise – because we
don’t usually give time to thinking about what is really

important to us at a fundamental level. And yet, unless
core values are explored, we can’t be sure that any goal
we set will be right for us, because truly being happy
involves living your life in conjunction with what you
truly believe.
Another thing I would advise against is setting ‘toxic’
goals. You know the ones, they start with “when …. then
I’ll be happy’, for example - ‘When I lose 3 stones, then
I’ll begin to connect with people.’ Or ‘When I make the
first £200,000, then I’ll be able to take a break’ or ‘I’ll
be happy when….I retire, get a better job, get a new
girlfriend, buy a bigger house’ etc.
All of these goals mean you are deferring your
happiness and your life experience to some future
date when something may or may not have happened!
Please stop doing this to yourselves! The time to be
happy is now - because now is where we live; we
only have the present moment. Everything else is just
thought!
So when you’re thinking about goals I would say –
hold goals lightly, because life just unfolds. You have
no idea what will happen on your journey. Also please
remember - goals are made up, they’re just thought;
just an imagined narrative you’re telling yourself about
the future.
And so the good thing is you can
change them at any time to goals
that are closer to your heart,
nearer to what you really want,
in line with who you really are!

i

Doreen Ritchie, MSc.,BSC.(Hons),
Life and Executive Coach,
Published Author, Speaker,
University Tutor.

Doreen
Ritchie

ADVICE

What’s your most

important relationship,
outside your family and close friends?
Many people have come to realise that it could be their
hairdresser. The impact of “lockdown hair” on people’s
sense of their wellbeing has been one of the least
expected, but most strongly expressed results of hair
and beauty salons and barbershops having to close for
more than 240 days in the past year. Who knew that
our hair styling and personal grooming is such a big
part of how we think and feel about ourselves? Very
few of us, it turns out, until it was taken away.
So why is this business sector, which almost everyone
uses on a regular basis, so undervalued? For much of
last year, if Government thought about hair and beauty
at all, it saw it as a small part of the “non-essential
retail” sector. There was little real understanding within
Whitehall of how it was structured, how it operated,
the economics or the practical processes. When it
was discussed in Parliament, the exchanges were
characterised by a flippant, almost sexist, attitude
amongst some male MPs. Little wonder that the
decisions which emerged appeared to be based on
assumptions rather than evidence.
When Government doesn’t have the data, the
industry has to provide it. It now knows that the hair
and beauty services sector was worth £6.1bn to the UK
economy in 2019, comprised almost 75,000 businesses
and employed over 220,000 people. That means its
economic contribution is greater than that of road
and rail construction and engineering, and it employs
as many people. These are overwhelmingly small
or micro-businesses; only 30% turn over enough to
register for VAT. 82% of are owned or run by women
and more than half the employees are aged under 35.
The past year has been devastating, as people have
watched years, even decades, of work slide away
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from beneath them. Salon turnover fell on average
by 45%. The average business debt has tripled, 60%
of businesses entered 2021 with no cash reserves, and
more than half of business owners’ are using personal
savings to stay afloat. Full time employment is down
21%, and almost no one is thinking about taking on
apprentices.
Better information led to better, more informed
decisions. The April re-opening date and extra
financial support in the Budget showed the shift in
understanding, offering a lifeline to these struggling
businesses. However, in January, most said that on
average, they could survive two to three months of full
lockdown, so many may not make it through those last
few weeks to re-open.
As with last summer’s re-opening, the first few weeks
will be manic, intensified by the limitations on capacity
due to social distancing and extra hygiene precautions.
The question salon owners are asking is whether the
necessity of self-care has become a habit that will
stick into the future, meaning fewer
salon visits. Only time will tell if
separation has changed the longterm relationship.

Richard
Lambert

i
Richard Lambert CEO
National Hair & Beauty Federation
https://www.nhbf.co.uk/

INTERVIEW

An Interview with

Mark Jones
Mark Jones a specialist construction worker’ mortgage
adviser answers the common questions surrounding
mortgages for Construction Workers.
Q: How long do you need to be self-employed to get
a mortgage?
A: You can get a mortgage with one year of
self-employed books.

My name is Mark Jones and I am
a specialist construction workers
mortgage adviser. I have over 10
years of experience as a mortgage
adviser and working with the
construction industry. I have
seen it all! As I understand how
you are paid via CIS, Contracts
or self-employed accounts, I can
secure my clients lower rates
and more money. Many lenders
and mortgage advisers struggle
to understand how you are paid
and this can mean you don’t get
a mortgage you should have got.
It’s important we package your
mortgage to a lender correctly to
make it as simple as possible for
the lender to understand and then
secure you the funds required.

Q: What is a CIS mortgage?
A: A CIS mortgage is when we use your CIS remittance
statements instead of your self-employed books.
We only need 3 CIS statements if you have a good
credit score. We can also use your gross pay on the
remittance statements. Using your CIS remittance
statements will show your income higher than
your self-employed books, because it has your gross
pay before your accountant deducts any expenses
for petrol etc.
Q: What is the minimum deposit needed for a
mortgage?
A: You can get a mortgage with as little as a 5%
deposit.
Q: What documents can I use as ID to get a
mortgage?
A: The lenders will need a form of photo ID (passport
or driving licence) and proof of address (utility bill
or council tax bill).
Q: Is it harder to get a mortgage if you are
self employed?
A: No, you are mainly treated the same. The only
difference is the documents required to prove your
income.
Q: How old do I need to be to get a mortgage?
A: You can get a mortgage from 18 years of age.
Q: What is the max age I can get a mortgage?
A: For construction workers, this depends if you are in
the tool or management sector. If you are on the
tools most lenders will cap it at 65 years old, but if
you are not in a manual job you can go to age 75
years old.
Q: How many bank statements will I need to show?
A: Most lenders want to see 3 months’ worth of bank
statements.
Q: How much Money will a mortgage lender give me?
A: Normally lenders will give you 4 x your income, with

a 5% or 10% deposit. If you have 15% or more deposit
some lenders will give you 5 x your income.
Q: Does my car payment and credit cards go against
me?
A: Yes, lenders will deduct any loan, credit cards and
car finance etc from your income before they apply
the income multiple.
Q: Can I use my contract day rate as income?
A: Most lenders allow you to use a
contract day rate. The lender
will take the day rate x 5
then x 48 to calculate
annual income.

i

Mark
Jones
Contact Mark on Email:
Mark@Jfinance.co.uk or mobile:
07595 631 458

BUSINESS SUCCESS

Business Success

and your Five Key Relationships
“You become your ﬁve closest friends.” This saying
about personal development needs tweaking for
our business: “Your business becomes your ﬁve key
relationships.” These ﬁve relationships shape path,
future and success of our business. “The Five” are not
accountants, attorneys, or anyone on our teams. “The
Five” are much deeper. They come from our mindset
about what really drives our business.
Time
Is an hour the same for everyone? How we use time
depends on how we feel about it. Masters of time
know this: 1) time reﬂects an emotional state and 2)
we control this emotional state. Seconds at the dentist
– days at the beach: one feels like eternity the other
like an instant. Yet, it’s not because of the dentist or
the beach. It’s we who create the emotion – and the
experience of time.
Are you constantly running out of time? Too much to
do, never enough time? Constantly rushed? Always late?
Money
Money can be a sensitive topic. Business owners
look at the bottom line and we know that mastering
this relationship is a must. Yet, it is not the amount
that determines the relationship. It’s how we relate
to the little or the plenty that we have. Undue worry
about earnings and scarcity thinking indicate a poor
relationship. Do you constantly feel there isn’t enough.
Do you avoid money conversations. Struggling to stick
to a budget – or not having one? Feeling guilty about
money?
Leadership
Whether you realize it or not, you’re a leader. People
look at you. You impact their decisions and actions. Yet
you’re not always aware of or intentional about your
leadership. Sometimes you’re doing well and sometimes
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not so much. Sometimes you notice, sometimes you
don’t. You’re not entirely clear whether, how and
how much you impact others. Do you feel that life is
happening to you? Do you blame others? Do you avoid
people or situations altogether?
Risk
Despite risk being essential for business growth, our
comfort with it varies greatly. When a business doesn’t
grow, it’s often because our need for certainty and
stability is stronger than our willingness to lean into the
risk. When this happens, we are often left with a lot of
activity - because we hope that busyness translates into
business - but we don’t achieve the desired results.
What things are you not doing that you know you
should be doing? What drops off your to-do list
consistently? What scares you in your business?
Self
Personal growth opens the doors to what’s possible
in our businesses. Many parts make up who we are.
Understanding strengths and limitations is not enough.
Personal power is created when we leverage strengths
AND embrace weaknesses AND realize that only we
are the limit to what’s possible. How often do you hold
back because of fear, uncertainty,
or doubt? Are you driven by the
“how” of getting things done,
instead of focusing on the “who”
can help me? Master these ﬁve
relationships, and your business
is on a great path.

i

Nicoletta
Pichardo
Contact Nicoletta for more on
https://nicoletta.coach

ADVICE

5 Benefits to your Small
Business from using Open Banking
Despite more than 3 Million transactions being, made many small
business owners have not heard of Open Banking.
Why is this? Well it’s mostly because banks don’t want
you to know about the benefits!
What is Open Banking?
Open Banking is a secure way to give Third Party
Providers (TPPs) access to your financial information.
Open Banking was created to protect customers and
spur innovation in Banking and Financial services. There
are a number of benefits to small businesses from using
Open Banking.
Benefit 1: Accounting Imports
If you use Xero or other similar accounting packages
you may already be using Open Banking in your small
business. Open Banking is what powers and secures
these financial management tools access to your
banking transactions. Apart from accounting, there are
a number of innovative Financial Management tools
being developed.
Benefit 2: Payment Matching
As well as providing account information services,
Authorised Payments Institutions can initiate payments
from your customers (with their approval) to your
account. The payments are made directly by bank
transfer from your customers account straight to
your account. These payments can be initiated with a
reference chosen by you, on the date you chose, with
the amount you choose. This vastly improves your
matching and reconciliation process, reducing time
and effort on your bookkeeping. In the UK These bank
payments usually clear in around 10 seconds so can be
suitable for POS style checkouts.
Benefit 3: No Chargebacks
If you are a business taking credit and debut cards
there are some huge improvements available for your
business in moving away from card payments to direct
bank payments. Chargebacks are payment reversals
triggered by Customers who wish to reverse a Card
based payment. Sometimes known as Section 75
these leave the Merchant spending hours arguing and
proving they deserve the customers original payment.
With Bank Payments there are no chargebacks.
Benefit 4: Reduced Costs
As well as savings on costs incurred from fraud and
chargebacks, small businesses can save by reducing
their merchant services fees, as there is no need for
Card Readers and POS Terminals. Savings can also
be made on individual payment fees too. With Open
Banking there are often reduced merchant fees due to
the reduced Fraud and absence of acquirer, MasterCard
and Visa fees.

Open Banking can support very large payments too
often at reduced fees when compared to Card based
payments.
Benefit 5: Improved customer experience
Since its launch in 2018 the vast majority of Banks now
offer a very slick Mobile Banking approval process.
While online banking payments often need a card
reader and your personal login details, Mobile banking
initiated payments use biometrics including face ID an
thumb prints to secure and simply approve access and
payments.
Unlike paypal, which has just had to introduce SMS text
messages to approve card payments, Open Banking
payments can be approved using your Mobile Banking
app. This is because your Mobile Banking app has built
in 2 factor Authentication using Device identifiers and
Face Id, thumbprint or pin.
Summary
In summary Open Banking makes
for a slick, efficient payment
experience that can save you
time and money accounting
for your payments, leaving you
more time to spend with your
customers.
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Robin
Morris
Robin Morris@Paydog.co.uk
Paydog Ltd is fully Authorised Payments
Institution FCA no 934908
Paydog.co.uk offers immediate and recurring
payment links and QR codes to SMEs powered
by Open Banking.

DIRECTORY

Business
ACCOUNTANTS

CH Accountancy Ltd
www.ch-accountancy.co.uk
01233 329 545
Claire@ch-accountancy.co.uk

DIRECTORY

CONSULTANCY

Sally Marshall Strategy &
Performance
Sally@sallymarshallgroup.co.uk
0330 1078337

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
BUSINESS SERVICES

BUSINESS SERVICES

ETA Girl Friday
https://www.etagirlfriday.co.uk
heyeta@etagirlfriday.co.uk,
01686 246246

HR
BUSINESS SERVICES

People Connections HR
Consultancy Ltd
www.peopleconnections.
solutions
sian@peopleconnections.solutions • 07950 102716

INSOLVENCY &
TURNAROUND
Luna Consulting
https://lunacustomerexperience.
co.uk
barbara@lunacustomerexperience.co.uk
07944 693374

FINANCIAL
SERVICES
BUSINESS SERVICES

Karyn Pritchard
www.btgadvisory.com
KPritchard@btgadvisory.com
01908 489 409

MARKETING
BUSINESS SERVICES

Wordsmart (copywriting,
social media and website content/blogs)
https://www.wordsmart.biz
barry@wordsmart.biz
07721 907997
IBG-World
www.ibg-world.
com
simon.warman-freed@ibgworld.com
07785 232301

MORTGAGE
BROKERS
BUSINESS SERVICES

INSURANCE
BUSINESS SERVICES
www.timeturnerltd.com
020 3948 6850
ea@timeturnerltd.com

Jacqueline VA Services
www.facebook.com/
jacquelinevaservices
www.linkedin/in/jacquifarbrace
jacqui@jacquelinevaservices.
co.uk
T: 07725949960

COACHING

Financial Planning for Private
and Corporate Clients
Jarrovian Wealth
London, EC1Y 2AA
0330 058 5000
www.jarrovianwealth.com

COMPLIANCE

INVESTMENTS
BUSINESS SERVICES

Investments
GraphicKat
www.graphickat.co.uk
07399 712721
Kathy@graphickat.co.uk

http://www.Uw.partners/glynnis.
wisbey
glynnis.wisbey@uw.partners
07986 252558

www.smartinvestments.ai
simon.warman-freed@smartinvestments.ai
0044 7785 232301

MARKETING
BUSINESS SERVICES

Strogan Digital Marketing
https://stroganenterprises.co.uk
l.blackburnissitt@gmail.com
07598110672

HR Pulse
https://hrpulse.co.uk
sue@evergreenhr.co.uk
07951 356700

http://www.aloe2bee.co.uk/
07815967445
Info@aloe2bee.co.uk

PURE WIX
Pure Wix – Artisan Candle
Maker
https://www.wixcandles.co.uk/
079552 15796
Karen.wickenden@sky.com
Body Shop At Home
Beauty fun with Mrs Crouch Facebook
07849021521

NETWORKING
BUSINESS SERVICES

HR
BUSINESS SERVICES
Compliance Systems
www.compliancesystems.co.uk
info@compliancesystems.co.uk
T: 01793 239491
M: 07900 688116

NATURAL
BUSINESS PRODUCTS
SERVICES

GRAPHIC
BUSINESSDESIGN
SERVICES

HOUSEHOLD SERVICES
Doreen Ritchie Coach
Https://www.doreenritchiecoaching.com
doreen@doreenritchiecoaching.
com
+44 7761 476920

Michele Cole
www.wpa.org.uk/michelecole
michele.cole@hcp-plc.org.uk
07905586274

MCH Mortgages
www.mhcmortgages.co.uk
01227 807087
enquiries@mhcmortgages.co.uk

Simple Advertising
(Marketing/SEO/Digital)
https://simpleadvertising.co.uk
01622 801460
Info@simpleadvertising.co.uk

Latte & LIve
latteandlive.com
info@LatteandLive.com
07977229001
Small business networking with
the perfect blend of opportunity
and community.

DIRECTORY

Business
PODCASTS
BUSINESS SERVICES

Ventoux Digital
www.ventoux.digital
07940 516482
mark@ventoux.digital

DIRECTORY

TRAINING
BUSINESS SERVICES

HMB Training Services
https://www.hmbtrainingservices.co.uk/
info@hmbtrainingservices.co.uk
01543 453 338 | 07506 906 641

PR
AND MARKETING
BUSINESS
SERVICES

Izzy PR
www.izzypr.co.uk
0330 094 9454
Hello@izzypr.co.uk

People and Management
Development Courses - Upskill
Group
jon@upskillgroup.co.uk
+44 (0)1733 223550

DO YOU WANT YOUR
BUSINESS FEATURED
IN OUR DIRECTORY?
Contact us at
sally@steeryourbusiness.co.uk
Make sure your company has a consistent
presence in every issue of Steer Your
Business Magazine to maximise your
exposure to hundreds of our readers.

Contact us today to add your business.

TRAVEL
BUSINESS SERVICES

PRINT
BUSINESS SERVICES

Geerings Print
Ashford, Kent • 01233 658602
Martin.almond@geeringsprint.
co.uk

YMS Travel
www.ymstravel.co.uk
01227 456331

PROPERTY
BUSINESS SERVICES

www.spraystyles.co.uk
07514 133355
jamie.hunter@spraystyles.co.uk

ibuumerang
http://Beat.ibuumerang.com
bmueller70@gmail.com
07886206031

WEBSITES
BUSINESS SERVICES

SALES
TRAINING
&
BUSINESS
SERVICES
COACHING

Proten Sales Development Ltd
www.protensd.co.uk
Phil@protensd.co.uk
07776 203 431
ZK Consultancy
zafran.khan@fsb.org.uk
http://Linkedin.com/in/zafrankhan
07908451578

are committed
to reducing their carbon
footprint by printing on
Carbon Woodland Paper.

Blue Deer Creative
https://www.thisisbluedeer.
co.uk/
hello@thisisbluedeer.co.uk
01482 697644

Talk to
about
reducing your own carbon
footprint by opting for the
natural woodland solution.
Martin Almond
T: 01233 658602
E: martin.almond@geeringsprint.co.uk
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Struggling to make sense of your business?

Making the move from employed to self employed is fantastic but is often overwhelming, stressful and
chaotic. If that’s you, then we’d love to have a chat and see how we can help bring calm and a better
work/life balance so that you enjoy your business and get the rewards that you deserve.

Visit our website to ﬁnd out more.
www.sallymarshallgroup.co.uk

